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Abstract

GU mismatches are crucial to the stability of the RNA double helix and need to

be considered in RNA folding algorithms for numerous biotechnological applications.

Yet despite its importance many aspects of GU base pairs are still poorly understood.

There is also a lack of parametrization which prevents it to be considered in meso-

scopic models. Here we adapted the mesoscopic Peyrard-Bishop model to deal with

context-dependent hydrogen bonds of GU mismatches and calculated the model pa-

rameters related to hydrogen bonding and base stacking from available experimental
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melting temperatures. The context-dependence causes a proliferation of parameters

which made the problem computationally very demanding. We were able to overcome

this problem by systematically regrouping the parameters during the minimization

procedure. Our results not only provide the much needed parametrization but also

answer several questions about the general properties of GU base pairs, as they can be

associated straightforwardly to hydrogen bonding and base stacking. In particular we

found a very small Morse potential for tandem 5′−GU−3′ which confirms a single hy-

drogen bond for this configuration, answering a long standing question over conflicting

experimental findings. Terminal GU base pairs are known to increase the duplex sta-

bility but it is not clear why. Our results suggests that the increased terminal stability

is mostly due to stronger hydrogen bonding.

Introduction

The mismatch GU is the most commonly found base pair besides AU and CG in RNA.

The unique chemical and structural properties of GU wobble pairs make them special sites

for recognition of some biomolecules.1 The conservation of this motif in specific sites along

evolution is another evidence of its functional importance. For example, most living organ-

isms presents one GU mismatch at the third position of tRNAAla that allows the recognition

by the enzyme that attaches the amino acid alanine to its tRNA.2 The GU mismatch is

also linked to the RNA catalysis function, for example, in nearly all organisms, in group I

self-splicing introns, there is a GU pair at the site of cleavage.1

In the wobble hypothesis, Crick proposed that GU could form two hydrogen bonds similar

to the canonical AU pair.3 This was confirmed by early spectroscopic measurements which

obtained GU free energies similar to AU.4,5 However, later experimental studies showed that

the stability of internal GU mismatches depends very much on the neighbor context.6 In

particular, thermal stability of GU symmetric tandem base pairs depends on the direction in

which they are arranged, with 5′−UG−3′ being generally more stable than 5′−GU−3′. The
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stability is also influenced by flanking Watson Crick base pairs.7 Early NMR studies6 did

not attribute this change in stability to a difference in hydrogen-bonding pattern. However,

later NMR experiments concluded that the symmetric tandem GU base pair may have either

one or two hydrogen bonds depending on mismatches sequence and flanking pairs.8

In terms of theoretical studies, a comprehensive analysis of nearest-neighbor (NN) pa-

rameters for GU was carried out recently by Chen et al. 9 . However, the NN model reveals

very little about the intra-molecular interactions due to its fundamental limitation of not

being able to separate the hydrogen bonds from the stacking interactions.10 At the other

extreme of the theoretical complexity are molecular dynamics simulations which due to finite

computational resources are typically limited to the analysis of just few sequences.11,12 Even

more restricted are density functional theroy (DFT) calculations which study the interac-

tions of isolated GU wobble pairs but do not include the RNA backbone and no stacking

interaction.13–18 Mesoscopic approaches such as the Peyrard-Bishop model19 overcome the

limitations of nearest-neighbor models by treating separately the hydrogen bonds and stack-

ing parameters. The combination of this fundamental property of mesoscopic models with

experimental melting temperatures provides a way to calculate the strength of hydrogen

bonds20 which is a difficult property to measure21 or calculate.22,23 This has enabled us to

obtain fundamental insights into DNA,20 RNA,24 and more recently on deoxyinosine.25 These

recent advances are a major motivation to extend this type of analysis to GU mismatches.

The simplified model proposed by Peyrard and Bishop 19 consists in a 2D Hamiltonian

that takes into account the stacking interaction and hydrogen bond as separate potentials.

The model Hamiltonian is easily modified to include different aspects of nucleotide interac-

tions and can be used either in the framework of equilibrium physical statistics or dynamics.

Some examples of recent applications are: the analysis of cynobacterial promoters,26 protein
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induced DNA bubbles27 and fast prediction of bubble openings.28 Modified Hamiltonians

were proposed to add additional barriers for base pair to model A-DNA29 or the unzipping

induced by force.30 Further modifications of the model Hamiltonian include the description

of structural parameters such as the rise of the helical steps31 and salt-dependent Morse

potentials.32

Here we use the Peyrard-Bishop model to obtain the hydrogen bond and stacking pa-

rameters for GU base pairs in RNA from published melting temperatures.9 In comparison to

our previous work on RNA CG and AU base pairs,24 this represents a considerable challenge

since we can not assume a priori an uniform hydrogen bond strength for GU mismatches.

In other words, we are not dealing with a single value for hydrogen bonds as previously for

CG or AU.24 Instead, we need to consider the possibility of multiple values for hydrogen

bond strengths depending on context, increasing the parameter searching space dramati-

cally to 114 parameters (40 Morse potentials and 74 stacking parameters). Not only does

this represent a huge computational challenge for a non-linear minimization, it also exceeds

the number of sequences in the dataset.

To overcome the challenges represented by the large number of parameters we approached

the problem in several steps. First we optimized only the 40 Morse potentials independently

and kept all stacking parameters constant. Then we gradually reduced the number of Morse

potentials into groups of similar strengths until we ended with just 5 different potentials. By

reducing the number of Morse potentials we were able to reduce also the number of stacking

parameters from 74 to 40, that is, reducing the problem to optimizing just 45 parameters in

total.

This process was successful into optimizing the GU Morse potentials into the known

groups of one or two hydrogen bonds. We also obtained larger hydrogen bonds for terminal

GUs which are known for their increased stability. In contrast to the variable hydrogen bonds,

the GU stacking parameters are very similar in order of magnitude to RNA Watson-Crick

base pairs. We found an overall agreement with independent experimental measurements
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such as NMR and we believe we were able to settle a specific question about the possibility

of a single hydrogen bond for tandem GU.

Materials and Methods

The mesoscopic model

We used the model proposed by Peyrard and Bishop 19 with harmonic stacking interaction

which is the model with the smallest number of parameters. This simple model has provided

good results in a variety of situations.20,24,25

The main components of this model are the hydrogen bond represented by a Morse

potential,

V (yi) = Di

(
e−yi/λi − 1

)2
(1)

and the stacking interaction

w(yi, yi+1) =
ki,i+1

2

(
y2i − 2yiyi+1 cos θ + y2i+1

)
, (2)

where the parameters D and λ depend on the base pair i, and the elastic constant k is related

to the interaction between subsequent pairs i and i + 1. The small angle (0.01 rad) θ was

introduced to avoid numerical problems in the partition function integral.33

Equations (1) and (2) form the model Hamiltonian which is used in the classical parti-

tion function.19 The partition function is calculated numerically using the transfer integral

technique.33 For the integration of Eq. (14) of Ref. 34 we used 400 points over the interval

ymin = −0.1 nm to ymax = 20.0 nm, and a cut-off of P =10 of Eq. (22) of Ref. 34. The

calculation of the thermal index τ is carried out at 370 K. Please note that this temperature

is unrelated to the temperatures obtained from the regression method. For further details

on the model implementation please see Refs. 20,34,35.
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Experimental data used

Experimental melting temperature data were taken from the comprehensive review by Chen

et al. 9 . They reported an expanded database of 80 sequences that provides all possible

combinations of base triplets containing GU pair flanked by canonical pairs, that is AU

and CG, in different orientations. This broad set of melting measurements was achieved by

adding some oligonucleotides designed to extend a previous database reported by Mathews

et al. 36 . These melting temperatures were retrieved from different groups which makes

it difficult to estimate a consistent experimental uncertainty for this set, especially as this

was not explicitly provided. We recalculated the melting temperatures of self-complementary

sequences to 200 µM, following the same approach as used by Xia et al. 37 and to be consistent

with our previous calculations for RNA,24 see Supporting Table S1.

Sequence decomposition and notation

In this work the GU base pairs are uniquely described in terms of context trimers NGN/NUN

or NUN/NGN, where N stands for any base. For instance, a GU flanked by UA on the 5′

side and a AU on the 3′ side is identified by the trimer context UGA/AUU. For clarity, the

central GU base pairs are underlined. If the GU mismatch is located at one of the terminals

of the helix this will be indicated as a terminal-dimer NG*/NU*, which we will treat simply

as yet another trimer with a pseudo-base pair **. Please note that the GU base pair may be

flanked by another GU for the case of tandem mismatches. The following example illustrates

the procedure adopted in this work. Consider a sequence containing a GU at the 5′ terminal

and an internal tandem GU,

5′-UCAUGUGG-3′

3′-GGUGUACC-5′

its initial decomposition into trimers would be,

*UC/*GG, UCA/GGU CAU/GUG, AUG/UGU, UGU/GUA, GUG/UAC UGG/ACC

GG*/CC*
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where the asterisk * represents the terminal of the helix. All trimers are subsequently

symmetry-reduced. For instance out of the two symmetry equivalent trimers

5′-AUG-3′

3′-UGU-5′
5′-UGU-3′

3′-GUA-5′

we retain only the one with lowest lexical order

5′-AUG-3′

3′-UGU-5′

that is, we keep AUG/UGU because it alphabetically precedes UGU/GUA. Therefore, the

UGU/GUA trimer of our example sequence will be replaced by its equivalent AUG/UGU.

Similarly, for terminal-dimers the symmetry lexical reduction results in

5′-*UC-3′

3′-*GG-5′
⇒ 5′-GG*-3′

3′-CU*-5′

therefore, all terminal-dimers considered here will be shown with */* at the 3′-side, since *

has a higher lexical order than A, C, G or U.

After applying all symmetry reductions the final trimer sequence of our example would

be

GG*/CU*, UCA/GGU, CAU/GUG, AUG/UGU, AUG/UGU, CAU/GUG, GG*/CC*

Independent Morse potentials will be attributed for each context trimer or groups of

context trimers. For example, we may consider an independent Morse parameter DUGA/AUU

uniquely for UGA/AUU contexts. Alternatively, we may use a parameter DX for a group

X containing a collection of context trimers which will be independent of all other context

groups. On occasion, we will refer to a generic Morse potential Dα where α stands for specific

context trimers or to Dβ where β stands for context groups.

Base-pair notation

Context specific base-pairs will be shown with an added superscript α, that is, GUα. From

the point of view of base-pair parameters such as the Morse potential Dα, GUα is equivalent

to UGα.
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Nearest-neighbor notation

Adapting the typical intra-strand notation 5′-GU-3′/3′-UG-5′ to the notation above would

lead to something as unwieldy as 5′-GAUB-3′/3′-UAGB-5′. Therefore we preferred to keep a

base-pair oriented notation GUApUGB, that is, a base pair GUA followed by another UGB,

and drop the redundant 5′ and 3′ notation altogether.

Melting temperature prediction

Given a set of tentative model parameters P = {p1, p2 . . . pL} consisting of Morse poten-

tials and stacking parameters, we calculate an adimensional melting index τi(P ) for each

sequence i from the partition function of the Peyrard-Bishop Hamiltonian.38 The melting

temperature T ′i (P ) resulting from the tentative set of parameters P is then obtained from

the following linear equation,

T ′i (P ) = a0(N) + a1(N)τi(P ), (3)

where the regression coefficients are dependent on the sequence length N

ak(N) = b0,k + b1,kN
1/2, k = 0, 1 (4)

since we have found that the coefficients a0,1 are essentially linear with N1/2.38

Minimization procedure

Optimization method

Here, we briefly outline the optimization method used to obtain the model parameters, which

is described in detail in Refs. 20,38. A similar method was also used successfully to calculate

the parameters for the Gibbs free energy nearest-neighbor model.39
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For each tentative set of model parameters Pj we calculate the predicted melting temper-

atures T ′i (Pj), Eq. (3), and compare them to the experimental temperatures Ti. The model

parameters (Pj) are then varied until we minimize the squared differences

χ2
j =

N∑
i=1

[T ′i (Pj)− Ti]
2
. (5)

The minimization is implemented numerically by the Nelder-Mead or downhill simplex

method.20 To refine the optimized parameters, the minimization is repeated two more times

using as new starting points the parameters from the previous round.

Occasionally, we also refer in this work to an average melting temperature deviation

〈∆T 〉 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

|T ′i − Ti| . (6)

Due to the large number of possible GU mismatch contexts the minimization procedure

of Eq. (5) was carried out in five separate minimization rounds.

Initial parameters

For the first four rounds (MR1–MR4) we vary the initial parameters randomly around a

given value p in the interval of [0.5p, 1.5p] such that for every minimization step we try to

approach the global minima from a different direction.

Minimization round 1 (MR1)

In this step we considered that the hydrogen bonding pattern for a GU mismatch is unique

for each trimer context. In other words, an independent Morse parameter Dα was associated

to each of the 40 different trimer contexts α present in the dataset. Stacking parameters

associated to GU were fixed at 2.5 eV/nm2. The λ parameters were kept constant at 0.03 nm

for all minimization rounds. For the remaining AU and CG base pairs we used the RNA

parameters recently calculated for the PB model in Ref. 24. In order to avoid local minima
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during the minimization of Eq. (5) the procedure was carried out 300 times, each time

with different set initial parameters,20 as described in the previous section. These initial

parameters D were randomly chosen between 15 meV and 45 meV, that is ±50% of Morse

potential calculated for AU.24 The final total squared difference for MR1 was χ2 = 1453 ◦C2

and required of the order of 6000 h on 2 GHz processors.

Minimization round 2 (MR2)

From the results of MR1, the trimer contexts were grouped together into 7 context groups,

W, M1, M2, S1, S2, S3, S4, chosen by the similarity of their calculated Morse potentials.

This time we used as initial values for the Morse potentials the averaged values for each

context group. The minimization was repeated again as for MR1, but only 40 times as this

step was only to test the initial arrangement. The final total squared difference for MR2 was

χ2 = 1426 ◦C2 and required 280 h of computation time.

Minimization round 3 (MR3)

We evaluated again the resulting Morse potentials from MR2 and identified the possibility of

reducing further the number of context groups by joining groups S1 and S2 into SA, and S3

and S4 into SB. We used the averaged Morse potentials as initial value. This minimization

was carried out 300 times. This round resulted in χ2 = 1431 ◦C2 and took 1500 h of

computation time.

Minimization round 4 (MR4)

After verifying the results from MR3, we allowed the stacking constants to vary as well,

adding further 40 parameters to the minimization. The final value for the total squared

difference was χ2 = 1023 ◦C2 and required 3600 h of computation time.
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Minimization round 5 (MR5)

To obtain an error estimate of the influence of the experimental uncertainty,20 we carried out

one final minimization. This uses the averaged results of MR4, but instead of varying the

initial parameters we now varied the experimental melting temperatures. For each round a

small random amount δTi (positive or negative) was added to the reported melting temper-

ature Ti. The random δTi follows a Gaussian distribution such that the resulting standard

deviation of the modified set matches the experimental uncertainty of 1.3 ◦C. This procedure

was repeated 300 times and provides an estimate of the error for each parameter involved

in the minimization. The final parameters, obtained by averaging these runs, correspond to

χ2 = 920 ◦C2 with 3900 h of calculation time. For further assessment of the influence of

the experimental uncertainty, the complete calculation of MR5 was carried out again with

0.5 ◦C deviation which we refer to as MR5′.

Results

The experimental dataset used here9 contains 80 sequences with 32 unique context trimers

and 8 terminal dimers containing a GU mismatch as shown in Table 1. In Methods we

describe the details on how the sequences are divided into context trimers and terminal

dimers. For the remaining of the discussion we will consider the terminal dimers as yet

another trimer with a */* representing helix terminal as described in Methods.

Unlike our previous parametrization for RNA,24 we can not attribute a uniform Morse

potential D for GU mismatches. One possibility would be to collect information of GU sta-

bility trends from the literature to form groups of contexts which would reduce the number

of parameters to minimize. Unfortunately, information about GU stability trends, hydrogen

bonding and stacking interaction is available only for few sequence contexts and the experi-

mental techniques and conditions differ significantly. Furthermore, we would be introducing

an undesirable bias into our calculations. Therefore, we decided to consider an independent
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Figure 1: Average Morse potentials Dα obtained for each trimer context α from MR1.
Trimers are shown in order of increasing Dα. AU and CG Morse parameters are from Ref.
24 and are shown as blue dashed lines for reference. Each shaded stripe correspond to
the ranges of 1/4 of the hydrogen bond strength DAU and are used as visual aid for the
regrouping of the GU context. Left blue scale shows the Morse potentials as fractions of the
AU Morse parameter DAU . The colors of the trimers on the horizontal axis refer to context
arrangement I used for MR2.

Morse potential for each of the 40 possible trimer contexts. In other words, each GU Morse

potential is considered independent from all others. While this is interesting as it prevents

grouping biases for the initial minimization, it is challenging to minimize over such a large

number of parameters. This is the reason why had to keep all stacking parameters at a

single constant value for the initial minimization (MR1) as otherwise we would be adding

further 74 parameters to the searching space. For this same reason, it would not be feasible

to use more complex potentials which require more parameters, such as including the rise

distance proposed in Ref. 31. Also the Morse potential width λ was kept constant for all

GU contexts and for all minimization rounds. This was based on our observation20,24 that

λ has no significant influence on the final χ2 value and consequently does not influence the

values of D and k.

We performed the first round of minimizations (MR1) by letting all 40 Morse potentials

vary freely. In Figure 1 we show the averaged Morse potentials resulting from the first

minimization round MR1. Most Morse potentials resulted in the range of 25 meV to 50 meV,
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Figure 2: Average Morse potentials Dβ obtained for each trimer context group β from MR2.
Context groups are from arrangement I shown in Table 1. Remaining figure elements are as
in Figure 1.

which supports the early notions of two hydrogen bonds for most GU mismatches.3 For

comparison, the Morse potential for AU was estimated as 38 meV for the same type of

mesoscopic model.24 However, there is a group of GU context with considerable smaller

Morse potentials, in the range of 8–20 meV which suggest much weaker hydrogen bonds.

The error bars shown in Figure 1 are not indicative of the statistical uncertainty of

the minimization but represent the numerical difficulty in performing a finite number of

minimization rounds over a 40-dimensional parameter space of a non-linear model. In other

words, if we were given an unlimited amount of time, computer resources or perhaps a more

efficient minimization algorithm these error bars should tend to zero, that is, they should all

tend to the same global minimum. Nevertheless, they are helpful in providing a guidance for

our first attempt in grouping together trimer contexts with similar Morse potential. Another

source of numerical difficulty is that by considering 40 different Morse parameters there is

only a reduced amount of occurrences of GU mismatch for each trimer context as shown in

Table 1.

From the analysis of Figure 1 we selected a tentative arrangement of 7 trimer context

groups (see color coding), called arrangement I. This increases considerably the number of
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GU occurrences per trimer group as shown in Table 1 and reduces the number of Morse

potentials to 7. The minimization MR2 is the first test of this arrangement where the

stacking parameters are still kept constant. The optimized Morse parameters for MR2 are

shown in Figure 2. The context groups W (W=weak), M1 and M2 (M=medium) are close

to the average values of the individual contexts of Figure 1. However, for context groups

S1–S4 (S=strong) we observe a somewhat larger Morse potentials than for the individual

contexts. The error bars of Figure 2, as for Figure 1, are representative of the numerical

non-convergence of the multidimensional minimization. However, they are now considerably

smaller since we started out the minimization with a much better initial knowledge of the

Morse potentials.

The analysis of Figure 2 suggest that further grouping should be possible. Therefore,

we decided to join groups S1 and S2 into group SA, and S2 and S4 into group SB for

the similarity of their Morse potentials. This is now arrangement II, see Table 1, which

reduces the Morse potentials to just 5. A more extensive minimization MR3 was carried out

which confirmed the stability of this new arrangement. After this round, we now included

the stacking parameters into the minimization which increases the searching space to 45

parameters and carried out round MR4. The resulting Morse potentials of MR3 and MR4

are shown in Supporting Figure S1. We also note that the merit function χ2 gradually

reduces from 1453 ◦C2 for MR1 to 1431 ◦C2 for MR3. The stability of χ2 indicates that

at no point the system was under-determined, that is, that the number of data points was

sufficient such that no parameter has become a function of any other parameter.

Recalling that the stacking interaction parameter k was kept fixed during MR1–MR4,

there is now the question if the arrangements could have had a different outcome if a different

fixed value for k had been selected. Fortunately, the form of the Hamiltonian, composed of

the sums of Equations (1) and (2), assures that as long as k is fixed for all Morse potentials

the arrangement will not change. A different value of k would simply shift uniformly all the

Morse potentials resulting in the same arrangement.
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Figure 3: Average Morse potentials Dβ obtained for each trimer context group β from MR5.
Context groups are from arrangement II shown in Tab. 1. Remaining figure elements are as
in Fig. 1.

With the results of MR4, we performed the final minimization MR5 which differs from the

previous ones by varying the experimental dataset, see Methods for details. Figure 3 shows

the final Morse potential for the remaining 5 context groups and Tables 2 and 3 show the

40 stacking parameters for arrangement II and MR5. MR5 differs from MR4 in that we now

randomly change the melting temperatures by small amounts which allows us to evaluate

the effect of the estimated 1.3 ◦C experimental uncertainty on the resulting parameters.

Therefore the error bars shown in Figure 3, as well as the displayed uncertainties of Tables 2

and 3 are now of statistical significance. One should note that since the dataset comes from

various sources no explicit experimental uncertainty was given.9 Therefore, we kept the value

of 1.3 ◦C from our previous work on canonical RNA24 for consistency. However, a smaller

uncertainly value basically just reduces the size of the error bars as shown in supplementary

Figs. S2 and S3, comparing minimization MR5 and MR5′. The average prediction deviation

∆T for the final parameters of MR5 is 2.7 ◦C which is moderately smaller than the prediction

deviation of 3.0 ◦C evaluated for NN model (calculated from Table 2 of Ref. 9).
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Discussion

Tandem GU

Tandem mismatches are possibly the most extensively studied GU group,6–9,11,12,40,41,43,45–49

which gave rise to a confusing variety of notations. To aid the following discussion we

compiled the correspondence of our flat notation and some common forms found in the

literature in Table 4.

Early NMR measurements by He et al. 6 hinted at the possibility of weaker hydrogen

bonds for some GUpUG tandem mismatches, perhaps even with just a single bond. Other

measurements however40,41 essentially confirmed the long held view that all GU mismatches,

even in tandem configuration, form two hydrogen bonds. A few years later, new NMR data

by the same group8 revived the idea of a single hydrogen bond for a specific sequence

r(GGCGUGCC)2 with a GUpUG tandem mismatch. X-ray crystal structure analysis by

Jang et al. 43 however was unable to confirm this and attributed their difficulties on different

experimental conditions as well as on limitations of NMR technique. On the other hand,

molecular dynamics and quantum mechanical calculations by Pan et al. 11 appeared support-

ive of the one hydrogen bond hypothesis, but also pointed out that the lower stability of

GUpUG could be also due to stacking interactions.

Our results largely support the single hydrogen bond hypothesis for this tandem GU

motif. Only two tandem GUpUG configurations appear in the dataset for this motif, one

is GUWpUGW where both base pairs are in the weakest W group with a mere 8 meV, in

stark contrast to the 39 meV for two-hydrogen bonded AU.24 The r(GGCGUGCC)2 sequence

studied by Chen et al. 8 is exactly of this type as are three of the sequences by He et al. 6 . The

other is GUM2pUGW with one W-type base pair and a medium-strength M2 Morse potential

of 25 meV for which we are not aware of any independent experimental NMR or X-ray

measurements. Concerning the possibility raised by Pan et al. 11 that stacking interactions

could be responsible for a reduced stability of GUpUG, we found no particular difference
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for sequence (a) r(GGCGUGCC)2 and (b) r(GAGUGCUC)2 analyzed by Chen et al. 8 . The
canonical sequence analogues (black circles, lower horizontal axes) were obtained by replacing
G with A. The shaded area highlights the sequence positions where mismatch and canonical
sequences differ. Opening profiles were calculated at T= 150 K, note that this temperature
is unrelated to the melting temperatures.

in regard to other tandem motifs as shown in Table 3. In fact the stacking parameters do

not show any particular difference to canonical CG or AU base pairs either.24 Therefore,

stacking interactions do not appear to be the primary cause for GUpUG instability which

leaves only a reduced hydrogen bond as plausible explanation.

The reduced Morse potential alone has a dramatic influence on opening profiles as exem-

plified in Figure 4, calculated with the new GU parameters using our free-software TfReg.35

Comparing the strong SB group, Figure 4a, to the weakest W Morse potentials in Figure 4b

we notice a 6-fold difference in the average opening profile 〈y〉. Note that the stacking

parameters for both tandem mismatches are virtually the same, see Table 3.

The other two tandem motifs, the symmetric UGpGU and the non-symmetric GUpGU,

have Morse potentials in the medium (M2, M1) to strong (SB) groups as shown in Table 3.

This is consistent with the experimental NMR data for UGpGU7,8,41 and X-ray diffraction
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for GUpGU,44,45 which unanimously attribute two hydrogen bond for these tandem motifs.

In particular, Kondo et al. 50 reported the role played by water molecules in the stabilization

of the wobble pairs UGpGU in tandem that could explain why we observed D values larger

than those for AU. In addition, the stability of UGpGU tandems can be further refined

in terms of flanking base pairs.7,42 For instance, the stablest UGpGU is the one flanked

symmetrically by GC base pairs

5′-GUGC-3′

3′-CGUG-5′

In Table 5 we show all trimers associated to a 5′ flanking base which follows closely the

predicted trend 5′G > 5′C > 5′U ≥ 5′A,7,42 remembering that the M2 Morse potential is

somewhat smaller than for M1. A similar trend is observed for GUpUG tandems where 5′G

has higher Morse potentials than the other contexts. However, we should point out that the

5′-G flanking base is inferred only from Morse potentials as there is no actual sequence with

such configuration in the dataset.

Terminal GU

For terminal GU pairs there is a general consensus that they stabilize the helix.47–49,51 What

is less clear is where this stabilization comes from, if due to hydrogen bonding or due to

stacking interactions. Our results place the 8 terminal GU pairs into the context groups

with highest Morse potential, SA (52 meV) and SB (46 meV), with the only exception of

AG*/UU* with which lies in the intermediate group M2 (25 meV). This suggest that, for

the SA and SB groups, this stabilization is due to an increased hydrogen bonding.

It was suggested that the stacking interaction plays a role in the stability of GU terminal

mismatches as well, in particular, those with G at the 5′ position are reportedly more stable

due to larger stacking overlap.47,51 In Table 6 we listed the terminal GU mismatches according

the position of the G base being either at 5′ or 3′. The table is further organized such that

each row shows the same type of flanking base pair (BP), respecting the strand direction.
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For our results this is the case for GC, CG and UA flanking pairs as shown in Table 6, largely

reflecting the current consensus.47,51 For the the AU flanking pair the stacking parameter is

smaller for G at 5′, but this appears to be compensated by a much larger Morse potential in

the SA group.

Single mismatches

In contrast to tandem and terminal GU mismatches, single GU has seemingly not attracted

that much attention. Possibly, because early measurements6 gave no indication of anything

but two hydrogen bonds for single GU mismatches, which was confirmed by X-ray measure-

ments for some specific contexts.52 Indeed this would appear to be mostly the case for our

results as well, as shown in Figure 3. However, a closer inspection of group W, Table 1,

shows that a non-tandem trimer CGG/GUC also appears in this group with very low aver-

age Morse potential of 8 meV. This would suggest a single hydrogen bond for this particular

GU context. In contrast, the crystal structure analyzed by Kondo et al. 50 contains a single

mismatch in this particular context and predicts two hydrogen bonds. One possible reason

for this disagreement could be the crystallization of the RNA sample for performing x-ray

diffraction experiments, while the experimental data used here are for RNA in solution.

For stacking parameters, AUpGUW also stands out with a much smaller than usual value

as shown in Table 2. However, reversing the GU pair as in AUpUGW shows a stronger

than average stacking parameter. While these stacking parameters are nowhere as extreme

as recently calculated for deoxyinosine mismatches,25 they still could influence the melting

cooperativity in some important ways. Unfortunately, we are not aware of any independent

measurements that could be used for comparison in this case as most structural measure-

ments do not provide an estimate of stacking interaction strengths.

Single mismatches would be the only situation where we could possibly try a comparison

to DFT calculations13–18 as they do not consider the RNA backbone and do not include

the sequence context. In other words, they are single mismatches without the flanking base
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pairs. While they are able to consider several type of base pair geometries such as cis

Watson-Crick/sugar edge15 or sugar edge/sugar edge14 they cannot specify which type of

conformation will be assumed for a given sequence. On the other hand, even though our

model can predict the stability of the GU mismatch depending on context, our results for

stacking interactions are not detailed enough do infer this base-pair geometry which means

that a direct comparison of our results to the DFT calculations is actually not possible. On a

broader basis, some DFT calculations suggest a possibility of up to three hydrogen bonds,17

however our SA/SB groups do not confirm this.

Conclusion

Here we applied successfully a mesoscopic model to GU mismatches. The method involved

considering multiple values for Morse potentials depending on the flanking base pair of the

GU pair. This provides a way to obtain estimates of hydrogen bond and stacking interac-

tion strengths which are independent from the traditional NMR and crystallographic mea-

surements. This is of importance since there are cases where these measurements provide

conflicting results, and a third experimentally-derived method could be helpful to resolve

those questions. For instance, we confirmed a single hydrogen bond for GUpUG tandem

configurations in agreement with NMR measurements8 while X-ray measurements were sug-

gesting two hydrogen bonds.43 In some cases we were able to provide predictions for which,

to our knowledge, there are currently no NMR or X-ray measurements available. These en-

couraging results pave the way to apply the method to other GU configurations such as GU

flanked by mismatches53 or multiple terminal GU.48 However, at present our analysis does

not cover sequence position dependence of the GU parameters which would require a con-

siderable number of additional experimental data. Combining the new RNA parameters for

GU with the previously calculated AU and CG24 allows a more comprehensive application

of the Peyrard-Bishop model to this important molecule.
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Table 1: Number of occurrences n of GU mismatches per context trimers or context group.
The trimers contexts listed in ascending Morse potential order from MR1, which is also
the same order shown in Fig. 1. Also shown are the tentative context arrangements and
respective number of context trimers contained within each group.

Trimer context n Arrangement I Arrangement II
AGU/UUG 6

23 (W)

23 (W)
CGU/GUG 8
GUA/UGU 5
CGG/GUC 4
UGA/AUU 4



39 (M1)



39 (M1)

CGA/GUU 2
AUG/UGC 5
GGA/UUU 5
GUA/CGU 4
UGA/GUU 4
GGC/CUG 2
CGC/GUG 4
CUG/GGU 5
AGG/UUC 4
CGG/GUU 5



35 (M2)



35 (M2)

UGG/AUU 2
AG*/UU* 4
AGU/UUA 4
GGU/CUG 1
AUU/UGG 1
AGG/UUU 2
AGA/UUU 2
GGC/UUG 6
AUG/UGU 8
GGA/CUU 8


23 (S1)



45 (SA)

UU*/AG* 4
GG*/CU* 4
UG*/AU* 4
AUA/UGU 2
CUU/GGG 1
CG*/GU* 4

22 (S2)
CU*/GG* 4
GGG/CUU 4
CUA/GGU 4
AU*/UG* 6

GUG/CGU 5
}

8 (S3)

18 (SB)
AUC/UGG 3
AGC/UUG 3

10 (S4)CUC/GGG 3
GU*/CG* 4
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Table 2: Final stacking parameters k in eV/nm2, for non-tandem GU mismatches, from
MR5. Calculated uncertainties are shown in compact notation.

NN k NN k NN k

AUpGUM2 2.9(4) AUpGUSB 3.6(9) AUpGUM1 3.0(5)

AUpGUW 0.9(2) AUpUGM2 4.2(5) AUpUGSB 2.8(6)

AUpUGSA 2.5(3) AUpUGM1 3.7(7) CGpGUM2 2.4(4)

CGpGUSA 1.9(2) CGpGUM1 2.1(3) CGpGUW 2.8(3)

CGpUGSB 2.4(4) CGpUGSA 1.8(2) CGpUGM1 2.6(3)

CGpUGW 4.7(5) GCpGUM2 2.7(6) GCpGUSB 3.2(6)

GCpGUSA 1.7(2) GCpGUM1 2.4(3) GCpUGM2 3.0(5)

GCpUGSB 2.9(4) GCpUGM1 3.1(4) GUM2pAU 2.1(5)

GUSApAU 2.2(3) GUM1pAU 1.5(2) UApGUM2 2.0(6)

UApGUSA 2.1(3) UApGUM1 2.4(3) UApGUW 1.6(4)

Table 3: Final tandem stacking parameters k in eV/nm2, from MR5. Calculated uncer-
tainties are shown in compact notation. Also shown are references which independently
determined the number of hydrogen bonds for each stacking NN configuration.

motif NN k Independent measurements of hydrogen bonds

UGpGU UGSBpGUSB 1.8(5) 2 hydrogen bonds NMR,8,40 MD11

UGSBpGUM1 2.6(5)

UGM2pGUM2 3.1(7) 2 hydrogen bonds NMR,6,41 X-ray,42 MD11

UGM1pGUM1 3.3(9) 2 hydrogen bonds NMR,40 MD11

GUpUG GUWpUGW 1.9(5) 1 hydrogen bond NMR,6,8 MD11 2 hydrogen
bonds NMR,41 Xray43

GUM2pUGW 2.6(5)

GUpGU GUM2pGUM2 1.9(5) 2 hydrogen bonds X-ray44,45

GUM2pGUM1 1.9(4)

GUSApGUM2 3.2(8)

GUM2pGUSA 3.5(1)
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Table 4: Correspondence between the flat nearest-neighbor (NN) notation used in this work
and elsewhere in the literature.

NN structure groups equivalent notation and reference

UGpGU 5′-UG-3′

3′-GU-5′
M1, M2, SB Motif I45–47

5′−UG−3′ 11 5′UG3′ 8

5′UG/3′GU9,48

5′UG/GU3′ 49

5′U·G/G·U3′ 12

U·G/G·U45

5′-UG-3′/3′-GU-5′ 45,46

GUpUG 5’-GU-3’
3’-UG-5’

W, M2 Motif II45–47

5′−GU−3′ 11 5′GU3′ 8

5′GU/3′UG9,43,48

5′G·U/U·G3′ 12

G·U/U·G45

5′-GU-3′/3′-UG-5′ 45,46

GUpGU 5’-GG-3’
3’-UU-5’

M1, M2, SA Motif III45–47

5′GG/3′UU9,48

G·G/U·U45

5′-UU-3′

3′-GG-5′
5′-UU-3′/3′-GG-5′ 45,46

5′UU/3′GG9,48

Table 5: Identification of the trimers associated to GU mismatches in symmetric tandem
according to the direction and the flanking base pairs.

flanking base-pairs/trimer context (group)

NN 5′G 5′C 5′U 5′A

UGpGU 5′-GUG
CGU

(SB) 5′-CUG
GGU

(M1) UGA
GUU-5′

(M1) 5′-AUG
UGU

(M2)

GUpUG *5′-GGU
CUG

(M2) 5′-CGU
GUG

(W) GUA
UGU-5′

(W) 5′-AGU
UUG

(W)

*No sequence contains this trimer associated to a symmetric tandem GU in the dataset of Ref. 9.
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Table 6: Association of terminal GU trimers and stacking groups. Each row is for a flanking
base pair (BP). Stacking parameters k (eV/nm2) are repeated from Table 2.

BP 3′-end NN k 5′-end NN k

AU AG*/UU* AUpGUM2 2.9 UU*/AG* GUSApAU 2.2

GC GG*/CU* GCpGUSA 1.7 CU*/GG* CGpUGSA 1.8

CG CG*/GU* CGpGUSA 1.9 GU*/CG* GCpUGSB 2.9

UA UG*/AU* UApGUSA 2.1 AU*/UG* AUpUGSA 2.5
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